ELEVATOR BELTING

From Beltservice Corporation The Leader In Automated Hole Punching

Industries
- Agriculture
- Quarries
- Foundries
- Recycling
- Power Plants
- Construction

Materials Conveyed
- Feed & Grain
- Roofing Granules
- Hot Petroleum Coke
- Gravel & Aggregate
- Coal
- Silica Sand

Beltservice Corporation
BELTSERVICE CORPORATION
Elevator Belt Selection Information

CENTERED BUCKETS

Hole Pattern: ________________________
Hole Diameter: ______________________
A – Hole Centers: ___________________
B – Row Centers: ___________________
C – Bucket Centers: ________________
D – Belt Width: ____________________
E – Belt Length: ____________________
F – Edge to center of outside hole: _______________
Splice Style: _________________________
Additional: __________________________

Rubber, PVC and FDA belt types available FROM STOCK!

Fax Elevator Belt Selection Form to the Beltservice Sales Department at 314-344-8511
E-mail: sales@beltservice.com

Staggered Buckets

Hole Pattern: ________________________
Hole Diameter: ______________________
A – Hole Centers: ___________________
B – Row Centers: ___________________
C – Bucket Centers: ________________
D – Belt Width: ____________________
E – Belt Length: ____________________
F – Edge to center of outside holes: _______________
G – Center To Center Inside holes: _______________
Splice Style: _________________________
Additional: __________________________

Splice Styles

Plate Fasteners
Overlap Splice
Butt Splice
Clamp Splice

All sales are subject to Beltservice’s standard terms of sale contained in its invoices, copies of which will be provided upon request. Your order will be deemed an acceptance of those terms.